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Available in 140 and 180 Litre sizes, the Auger 
Torque Mixer Bowl attaches quickly and easily to 
our Earth Drills.

Mixing in inaccessible areas where stand alone 
machines are not practical has never been easier. 
Skidsteer and Excavator mount brackets are 
available and a Mixer Bowl is the perfect addition 
to our Mini Loader Earth Drill range.

Ideal for fencing contractors, with the aid of the 
Mixer Cradle Hitch the Auger can be quickly 
removed and the Mixer Bowl attached and locked 
in place with the standard Auger Pin. After the 
concrete has been laid the Auger can be replaced 
for the next post.

When used on Skidsteer machines the mixer bowl 
requires the use of a mixer cradle that is mounted 
easily to any of our skid steer loader frames.

Fencing tasks over rough ground often 
require post fi xing cement to be mixed in 
small quantities, however rough terrain 
can often mean a traditional mixer can’t 
be accessed. Auger Torque’s Drill/Mix 
solution changes all that.

Mixer Bowls

Machine Compatibility: 3000MAX - 7000MAX
Bowl Capacity: 180 Litres
Unit Depth: 690mm
Unit Diameter: 724mm
Unit Weight: 33kg

Technical data may be subject 
to change without notice.

180

EXCAVATORS 
3 - 7 TONNES
& LARGER SKID STEERS

Machine Compatibility: X2000 - 3000MAX
Bowl Capacity: 140 Litres
Unit Depth: 600mm
Unit Diameter: 675mm
Unit Weight: 28 kg

Technical data may be subject 
to change without notice.

EXCAVATORS 
1 - 3 TONNES, MINI 
LOADERS & SMALLER 
SKID STEERS
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Removal of tree stumps is a job 
which, at best, is noisy, messy and 
time consuming. Traditional methods 
of removal shower chippings over a 
wide area making clean up a time-
consuming exercise. 

With the Auger Torque Stump Planer 
tree stumps are removed effortlessly 
and quietly and clean up time is 
reduced signifi cantly.

Stump Planers

The Auger Torque Stump Planer is the quick and 
easy attachment to any Earth Drill for the effective, 
clean removal of tree stumps of any size. 

If you need to clear ground in preparation of works 
or earth drilling there is no better way to remove 
the remains of trees. Stump Planers are available in 
numerous sizes with a range of different hub options 
for different demands.

Quick and easy with minimal mess compared to 
traditional stump grinding makes this a must-have 
product for those working in ground preparation and 
woodland maintenance.

Earth Drill Compatibility: X2500 - 4500MAX
Diameter: 250mm
Length: 635mm
Hub Options: 65 Round & 2” Hex
Unit Weight: 25 kg

Technical data may be subject 
to change without notice.

Earth Drill Compatibility: 5000 - 8000MAX
Diameter: 350mm
Length: 675mm
Hub Options: 75 Square & 2.5” Hex
Unit Weight: 33 kg

Technical data may be subject 
to change without notice.

Earth Drill Compatibility: 8000MAX - 15000MAX
Diameter: 450mm
Length: 850mm
Hub Options: 75 Square & 2.5” Hex
Unit Weight: 52 kg

Technical data may be subject 
to change without notice.

EXCAVATORS 1 - 5 TONNES
& SKIDSTEERS

EXCAVATORS 4.5 - 8 TONNES
& HIGH FLOW SKIDSTEERS

EXCAVATORS 6 - 15 TONNES
& SKIDSTEERS

The unique pilot engages with the top surface of 
the tree stump drawing the tool down allowing 
the blades to engage with a clean horizontal cut.

As the blades rotate they shave the wood into 
a tidy pile and pull the planer down further.

When the planer has achieved a deep cut it 
can be repositioned to overlap the fi rst hole 
and the process repeated until all of the 
stump is removed.
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